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This bibliography is a listing of published and unpublished books, dissertations, and articles on the Tibeto-Burman language Meiteiron (also known as Manipuri or Meitei, spoken primarily in the state of Manipur, in Northeast India).

I have indicated in parentheses after each listing, that I have the item (H); or that I have the item and have had it translated from Meiteiron to English (H:Trans); or that I have seen the item in Manipur University but have not acquired it (S:MU); or that I have looked for the item and have determined that it is no longer available (NA); or that I have not yet acquired or seen the item (NYA).

Manipur personal names have three parts which traditionally appear in this order: (1) a family name; (2) a given name; and (3) for men a caste title (for Brahmins the title is Sharma, for non-Brahmins the title is Singh); for women of any caste the title is Devi; for Moslem women the title is Begum, for Moslem men the title is Malik; those reacting against the imposition of Hinduism on Manipuri culture have adopted final names that refer to race and not caste, for men this is Meetei and for women this is Chanu. I am still trying to come up with a consistent convention for alphabetizing Manipuri names; I would like to avoid using the caste/sex/religion/race titles since these do not distinguish between authors as clearly as family names. It is not always possible to use family names since some authors have stopped using their family name and now exclusively use their caste title as a last name. In these cases the caste title is used to alphabetize the work.

I wish to thank all the people in Manipur University who helped me in my attempt to collect materials on Meiteiron, especially Mr. Radhe Sham Singh, the Deputy Librarian of the Manipur University Library. Thanks also to Dr. M.S. Ningomba, Dr. Shree Krishan, Dr. C.R.S. Sharma, Dr. Pramodini N. Devi and Ms. Jamuna Lalshram of Manipur University, and Dr. Anvita Abbi of Jawaharlal Nehru University, New Delhi. I would also like to thank Mr. Thounaojam Harimohon Singh and Ms. Devalina Kohli for excellent translation work and Dr. Willem de Reuse for proofreading the final manuscript of this bibliography. Finally, I am grateful to the American
Institute of Indian Studies for its generous financial support of my fieldwork in Manipur.
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